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The bloodthirsty band pushed on to Greenland. In Norway, the politicians were able to severely limit the catch
and change the industry when the fish were still commercially viable. Cod fed Caribbean plantation slaves.
Allowing the fish to last that much longer, it could be transported, sold, and stored for longer periods, thereby
making it highly profitable on the world market. While I may not be rushing out to have cod-head chowder,
you did get me thinking about an industry about which I know so little. By the late s, the cod fisheries in New
England established a commercial environment of individual economic freedom independent from the British
crown. New York: Knopf. One would be remiss to simply accept that cod are a food, for anything that can be
sold will surely have a price tag and a profit. By , British fishermen were fighting the Hanseatic League in the
first of history's many cod wars. This has, at least in the Canadian example, forced multi-generational fishing
families to turn to financial assistance for subsistence, their pride decimated. They were whalers, able to travel
vast distances whaling because they had learned to salt-cure cod, a better technique than the Vikings'
air-drying. Kurlansky presents the cod and its importance in world history, which was surely as entertaining
and educational as it was unique. Now former cod fishermen, victims of their own proficiency, forlornly hope
for the fish's return. The Pilgrims, it turns out, planned to thrive by catching cod in Cape Cod Bay, although
they knew so little about fishing that they neglected to bring along much tackle. Fortunately, they became
proficient at pillaging their Indian neighbors' food caches. And who is to blame for the dearth of cod? Cod: a
biography of the fish that changed the world. An ever-growing collection of others appears at:. Kurlansky
explores the life of a fisherman and how entire communities would rely on the bountiful cod catches that came
from off the coast. The Basques were able to capitalise on this for centuries, particularly because the were
situated in a plentiful area. No one was safe and entire communities, as discussed above, suffered the most.
But after 1, years of hunting the Atlantic cod, we know that it can be done. Kurlansky does offer a great deal
of information that the reader must digest, but it is all poignant and ties together throughout the narrative.


